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Dear Educator,
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   e. Mini-Lesson #10: Student Behaviors: Pairs Cooperating Together

Please take note that this excerpt is protected by Federal Law Title 17 of the United States Code. The reproduction, distribution, and display of any part of the contents of this material is prohibited.

If you would like to place an order the PALS Grades 2 - 6 Reading program, please visit the PALS Website at http://vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/pals and select “Ordering” at the top of the page. If you have questions, email Lynn Davies at lynn.a.davies@vanderbilt.edu.
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Program Manager
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Welcome to Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) for grades 2-6. PALS was first developed nearly 15 years ago at Peabody College of Vanderbilt University to provide teachers with a supplemental, peer-mediated reading program. Its purpose is to get all children involved in intensive practice of key reading skills. In PALS for grades 2-6, these skills include reading with fluency and comprehension.

Across the years, researchers at Vanderbilt, and many researchers elsewhere, have conducted experimental and quasi-experimental studies on the effectiveness of PALS for grades 2-6. In a large majority of these studies, PALS students have outperformed non-PALS (control) students. Furthermore, PALS participation has strengthened the performance of high-achieving, average-achieving, and low-achieving students, students with disabilities, and ELL children in comparison to their respective counterparts in non-PALS classes.

On the basis of these outcomes, the Program Effectiveness Panel in the U.S. Department of Education recognized PALS as an effective educational practice and approved it for inclusion in its National Diffusion Network.

More recently, the What Works Clearinghouse found the “Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies Reading instructional program to have potentially positive effects on reading achievement” for elementary-age ELL children.

This 2008 teacher manual for PALS for grades 2-6 is an extensive revision of the previous manual. We have revised its content, organization, layout, and style—all in an effort to make it as user-friendly as we can. We thank Kristin Taylor, Devin Kearns, Chris Lemons, Loulee Yen, Kristen McMaster, and Laura Saenz for applying their talent and hard work.

For more information on PALS for grades 2-6, as well as information on related PALS programs for kindergarten, first grade, and high school, please visit our website (http://kc.vanderbilt.edu/pals). At this website, you can also learn about our PALS-Math programs.
PALS is a supplemental reading program for students in Grades 2-6. PALS builds fluency and comprehension skills through a set of activities your students do 35 to 45 minutes per session, 3 times a week. In PALS, students work in pairs to help each other improve their reading skills. Pairs motivate each other by awarding themselves “points” for completing activities. As the teacher, you monitor the pairs and provide assistance to help them improve their reading.

To help you understand PALS, this introduction has several sections. First, we explain more about how and why PALS works so well. Second, we tell you how this manual is organized and explain how to use it. Finally, we give you advice to help you get started.

We recommend that you read this introduction carefully before you start because it will help you visualize all of the PALS components.

WHAT IS PALS?
In PALS, students work in pairs to read stories and answer questions through a series of activities.

PAIRS AND TEAMS
You will pair students so that high-achieving students are paired with average-achieving students and average-achieving students are paired with low-achieving students. Pairs read books appropriate for the lower reader’s level.

You will assign pairs to 2 teams that change membership every 4 weeks. Pairs earn points that go toward a team total. At the end of each week, you total teams’ PALS points, and announce which team earned more points. To make teams fair, it will be important to carefully balance the teams so that the reading levels on the 2 teams are the same.

Guidelines for making pairs and teams are located in the Getting Started section on pages x-xi.

Pairs conduct 4 activities that are designed to promote reading fluency and comprehension.

ACTIVITY 1: PARTNER READING
Partner Reading is the first PALS activity. The higher reader, called the “First Reader,” reads first for 5 minutes. The lower reader, called the “Second Reader,” coaches or monitors the First Reader. As the Coach, the Second Reader marks 1 point on the Point Sheet for every sentence the First Reader reads correctly. If the First Reader makes a mistake, the Second Reader uses a special “correction procedure” to help the reader fix the mistake. This correction procedure is described in Lesson 3 on page 39, and is shown on the Correction Card on page 181.

After 5 minutes, students switch jobs. The Second Reader reads for 5 minutes while the First Reader coaches, marks points and corrects mistakes.

ACTIVITY 2: RETELL
For 2 minutes, the Second Reader retells all of the events that occurred in the text that the pair read during Partner Reading. The First Reader prompts the Second Reader using the Question Card prompts and corrects the Second Reader if he/she says anything that is incorrect. These procedures are described in Lesson 4 on page 49.

Together, both partners decide how many points, up to 10, they deserve for their effort.

ACTIVITY 3: PARAGRAPH SHRINKING
For 5 minutes, the First Reader reads approximately 1 paragraph at a time, and the Second Reader then gives prompts to help the reader make a main idea statement about each paragraph. They continue this procedure until time runs out. The prompts are shown on the Question Card on page 177 and are described in Lesson 6 on page 62. If the First Reader makes a mistake, the Second Reader uses the correction procedure on the Correction Card, which appears on page 181 and is described in Lesson 8 on page 86. The Second Reader marks points
for correct answers to the prompts.

After 5 minutes, students switch jobs. The Second Reader reads and responds to prompts while the First Reader coaches.

**ACTIVITY 4: PREDICTION RELAY**
The Second Reader prompts the First Reader to make a prediction, read half a page, and check to see if the prediction came true. This process is repeated for 5 minutes. The prompts are described in Lesson 10 on page 101 and shown on the Question Card on page 177. The Second Reader marks points for correct answers to the prompts.

After 5 minutes, students switch jobs. The Second Reader reads and responds to prompts while the First Reader now coaches and marks points.

**POINT TALLYING**
On the last day of PALS each week, you tally the points for each team and name the weekly winner. The “second place” team stands and receives applause. The winning team stands, receives applause, and takes a bow.

**SUMMARY**
PALS consists of 4 activities: Partner Reading, Retell, Paragraph Shrinking, and Prediction Relay. Students conduct these activities in pairs, use special procedures, and reward themselves with points.

**WHY DOES PALS WORK?**
Students have more opportunities to practice reading.
- Routines are simple, efficient, and remain the same throughout the program.
- Students stay on task.

Students get differentiated instruction.
- Peers give immediate corrective feedback.
- Teachers can target students that need more support.

PALS motivates students to become better readers.
- Consistent positive reinforcement.

PALS enhances peers’ social relationships.
- Provides a structure for positive and productive peer interactions.
- Creates an opportunity for lower-achieving students to assume an integral role in a valued activity.
**HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL**

This manual provides you with all the information you need to implement PALS correctly in your reading class. The following provides a brief description of the sections in this manual as well as guidance on how to efficiently use the materials provided.

**LESSON FEATURES**

You will only need 12 days to train your students in all aspects of PALS. In this manual, there is 1 lesson for each day. Each lesson includes several important components to assist you with implementing PALS.

**LESSON COVER SHEET**

Each lesson has a cover sheet with information that is specific to that day. It includes:

1. What students will learn and practice
2. Items to consider for preparation of the lesson
3. Guiding Graphics used in the lesson

**GUIDING GRAPHICS**

As you read through the lesson, these symbols will prepare you for the activities ahead.

- **T**: Transparency Supplement
- **A**: Activity Packet Supplement
- **P**: Peer Partner Practice
- **I**: Independent Practice

**LESSON SCRIPTS**

Each lesson contains a script to assist you with teaching the components of PALS. As the sample portion below shows, text in **BOLD** print denotes what you should say to students. Text in **ITALIC** print denotes how students should ideally respond to questions and prompts. Text in **REGULAR** print denotes instructions or guidance to the teacher.

**GUIDING POINTS**

Each lesson includes a Guiding Points section. This is a simplified version of the scripted lesson. Use this section as a quick reference while you are teaching. It identifies key points in the lesson.
The second section of the manual contains a series of 17 mini-lessons. These lessons do not replace the mandatory training lessons and should not be taught until after you've completed all 12 training days. These optional mini-lessons are designed to last between 5 and 10 minutes. Some of the lessons are designed to provide a quick review of PALS activities after the initial training. Others focus on Coaching, Student Motivation, and Reading for Information.

On days you conduct mini-lessons, we recommend that you decrease the time students spend on some PALS activities to compensate for the time taken by the mini-lesson. This will ensure that you finish PALS in 35-40 minutes. For example, if you wanted to do Mini-Lesson #6 on Paragraph Shrinking, you could modify the times as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partner Reading (1st Reader)</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Reading (2nd Reader)</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retell</td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Shrinking Mini-Lesson</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Shrinking (1st Reader)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph Shrinking (2nd Reader)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction Relay (1st Reader)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction Relay (2nd Reader)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Time = 32 minutes

Notice that the Paragraph Shrinking mini-lesson is taught immediately before Paragraph Shrinking and that Paragraph Shrinking is conducted for the normal length of time.

Only reduce times for activities on days that you are teaching the mini-lessons. Do not reduce times on days when you are conducting regular PALS.

Some suggestions for using mini-lessons:

- Use only those your students need.
- Begin with the lesson students need most.
- Incorporate the lesson into regular PALS time, right before the related activity.
- Shorten other PALS activities to fit in the mini-lesson.
- Review each mini-lesson for 30 seconds to 1 minute at least once after you teach it.
- Tell students you will award points if groups are showing improvement.
- Review or reteach mini-lessons if students need extra support.
- If students are doing well, you don’t need to do any mini-lessons.
GETTING STARTED

SCHEDULING

- Schedule a time for PALS to occur 3 times per week, 35-40 minutes per session.
- Conduct PALS on the same days at the same time each week.
- Try to schedule PALS during your normal reading time.
- Schedule PALS when all students are present. Avoid periods when students are absent from class for other activities (e.g., speech therapy).
- If you cannot schedule PALS during reading, that’s okay. Schedule it whenever possible. However, do not sacrifice recess, snacks, or other fun activities for PALS. Your students may become resentful.

PREPARING MATERIALS

To be an effective manager of the PALS session, you should have all the necessary materials assembled and ready before each lesson. The second page of each lesson (shown below) details what materials you will need to conduct the lesson. Black line masters of transparencies, student materials and bulletin board materials can be found in the appendices.

PALS BULLETIN BOARD

Sometimes students forget part of what they learned during training. To help students, we recommend that you display important materials on a PALS bulletin board. These materials, which are provided in the appendices, include:

- Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart (p. 227)
- Score Board (p. 269)
- PALS Rules (p. 231)
- PALS Moving Rules (p. 229)
- Question Card (p. 177 & 179)
- Correction Card (p. 181)
- Partner Reading Coaching Tips (p. 247)
- Retell Coaching Tips (p. 249)
- Paragraph Shrinking Coaching Tips (p. 253)

SEATING

Successful PALS teachers develop plans or strategies for seating partners together. Below are two strategies. We recommend the first.

- Strategy 1: Assign pairs to adjacent seats for the 3-4 weeks they are paired. This eliminates the need for movement before each PALS session.
- Strategy 2: Designate 1 member of the pair as the “mover” and one as the “stayer” for the time students are paired. Be sure to distribute movers across the room. An optional script has been provided for this option in Lesson 1 on page 10.

PAIRING STUDENTS

To select pairs in an efficient and logical fashion, follow these steps:

- Rank order your students in terms of reading skill and split the ranking in half (i.e., higher-performing half and lower-performing half).
- Pair the top-ranked student in the higher-performing half with the top-ranked student in the lower-performing half. Do the same with the second-ranked
student in the higher-performing half and the second-ranked student in the lower-performing half. Continue this process until all your students have partners.

- To determine who will be paired together, use:
  - Results from reading assessments.
  - Intuition and opinion of reading and cooperating ability.
  - Use the above pairing system flexibly. You could, for example, pair the 2nd HP and the 4th LP if they get along better than the 2nd HP and the 2nd LP. But, note the following:
    - The First Reader is always higher in ability than the Second Reader.
    - The discrepancy between the two students in a pair should not be too great.
    - Generally, students will remain with the same partner for 3-4 weeks. However, if you find that some of your pairs have difficulty cooperating, it is appropriate to re-pair them as necessary.

**ASSIGNING STUDENTS TO TEAMS**

After students are paired, the pairs are appointed to 1 of 2 class teams. Working in teams motivates students to work hard for themselves and for their team. Each pair's daily score contributes to the overall team score.

- Try to match the teams evenly by placing pairs of near-equal reading performance on the 2 teams. See the chart below for an example of 2 balanced teams.

**Example Team 1**

**Example Team 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Performing Readers (HP)</th>
<th>Low Performing Readers (LP)</th>
<th>Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top HP</td>
<td>Top LP</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd HP</td>
<td>2nd LP</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd HP</td>
<td>3rd LP</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th HP</td>
<td>4th LP</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th HP</td>
<td>5th LP</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th HP</td>
<td>6th LP</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th HP</td>
<td>7th LP</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th HP</td>
<td>8th LP</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Record your Pairs and Teams on the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart (see page 229). Make copies of the chart so you can use one for each 3-4 weeks that the pairs work together.

**TRIAD READING SCHEDULE**

When classrooms have an odd number of children, form a triad. It is best to avoid triads because they don’t work as well as pairs and students' reading time is reduced. Here are some suggestions to make triads work better:

- Use the triad worksheet (shown below) to help students understand and keep up
with their roles during each day they do PALS in a week. A black line master of this schedule appears on page 269.

- Assign average-achieving, well-behaved, adaptable students to be members of the triad.
- If a permanent triad is necessary because you have an uneven number of students, designate one student in the triad to be the “floater.” This student will fill in for other students when they are absent.
- You should never have more than one triad in your class at any given time.
- Never place learning disabled students or low-performing readers without disabilities in a triad for more than one day. These students need as much reading practice as possible and triads will reduce this practice.

**SELECTING READING MATERIAL**

Giving students appropriate reading material is crucial to the success of PALS. Please read over the following guidelines.

- Both members of a pair will read from the weaker reader’s book.
- It is very important that the low-performing readers be placed in texts they can read successfully. If such students are placed in a text that frustrates them, they will not like PALS and will not improve their reading skills.
- Students should make no more than 10 errors per 100 words of text. If the error rate is any greater than this, the reading material is too difficult. Change it as soon as possible.
- An advantage of PALS is that it is unnecessary for all students in the class to read from the same book. Many teachers appreciate the opportunity to individualize reading materials for their students.
- Use chapter books whenever possible. This makes PALS flow more smoothly.
- At the beginning of PALS, use only fiction. This is easier, especially when students are new to the program.

**MONITORING STUDENTS**

Each PALS session provides you with an excellent opportunity to monitor students and provide feedback to them about their reading, how well they’re implementing PALS, and generally how cooperative they are. Frequent and careful monitoring is important to the success of PALS. To help you monitor your students, we have included the Watching PALS Pairs Checklist on page 265.
# 12-Day Training Sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Day 1: Learning About PALS</th>
<th>Day 2: Introduction to Partner Reading</th>
<th>Day 3: Partner Reading Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to PALS</td>
<td>PALS Rules</td>
<td>Correction Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALS Jobs: Coach &amp; Reader</td>
<td>How to Set Up PALS Materials</td>
<td>Earning &amp; Recording Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working in Pairs</td>
<td>Partner Reading Procedures</td>
<td>Partner Practice: Partner Reading (with Correction Procedures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teams &amp; Team Points</td>
<td>Partner Practice: Partner Reading</td>
<td>Report Points (Week 1 Winning Team)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moving (Optional)</td>
<td>(without Correction Procedures)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 2</th>
<th>Day 4: Introduction to Retell</th>
<th>Day 5: Partner Reading &amp; Retell Practice</th>
<th>Day 6: Introduction to Paragraph Shrinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partner Practice: Partner Reading (with Correction Procedures)</td>
<td>Review: Retell</td>
<td>Review: Partner Reading &amp; Retell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retell Procedures</td>
<td>Partner Practice: Partner Reading &amp; Retell</td>
<td>Paragraph Shrinking Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earning Points</td>
<td></td>
<td>Report Points (Week 2 Winning Team)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Class Practice: Retell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 3</th>
<th>Day 7: Paragraph Shrinking Practice</th>
<th>Day 8: Paragraph Shrinking Helping</th>
<th>Day 9: Partner Reading, Retell &amp; Paragraph Shrinking Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review: Paragraph Shrinking</td>
<td>Review: Paragraph Shrinking</td>
<td>Partner Practice: Partner Reading, Retell, and Paragraph Shrinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying Paragraphs (Optional)</td>
<td>Paragraph Shrinking Helping</td>
<td>Report Points (Week 3 Winning Team)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short Paragraphs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earning Points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Class Practice: Paragraph Shrinking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th>Day 10: Introduction to Prediction Relay</th>
<th>Day 11: Prediction Relay Practice</th>
<th>Day 12: Putting It All Together</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prediction Relay Procedures</td>
<td>Review: Prediction Relay</td>
<td>Practice Partner Reading, Retell, Paragraph Shrinking, and Prediction Relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reasonable Predictions</td>
<td>Earning Points</td>
<td>PALS Training Completion Certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Class Practice: Prediction Relay</td>
<td>Partner Practice: Prediction Relay</td>
<td>Report Points (Week 4 Winning Team)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning About Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies

Day 1

Students Will Learn
• The purpose of PALS
• PALS jobs: Coach and Reader
• Partner assignments
• Teams & Team Points
• Moving Rules
• PALS materials

Students Will Practice
• Working in pairs
• Moving to partners
• Getting their materials
• Encouraging teammates

PREPARATION

☐ Read over the lesson and familiarize yourself with the script. To avoid going over the allotted time when giving the lesson, try to use either the script or the Guiding Points during the lesson, but not both. Reiterating ideas with numerous examples will make the lesson longer than 35-40 minutes.

☐ Put transparencies in the correct order.

☐ Designate First (stronger) Readers and Second (weaker) Readers. See the Pairing Students section on page x-xi in the Introduction for more information.

☐ Write the names of student pairs on the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart transparency (1.2). Place a star (*) beside each Mover’s name if your students are moving to their partners during PALS. See page 10 for more information about Moving.

☐ Using the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart transparency (1.2), assign each pair a number. This number will correspond to their PALS folder.

☐ Determine where each pair will sit and how partners will move to each other (if necessary).

☐ Identify a designated place in the room for student PALS materials.

☐ Decide what books students will use and where the books will be kept (e.g., with their folder, in their desks, etc.). Remember to choose books that are on the level of the Second (weaker) Reader.

☐ Have extra pencils available for students to use.

GUIDING GRAPHICS

Use
Transparency
Supplement

Teacher
Directed
Activity
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Teacher Materials

1. Transparencies:
   - Peer Assisted Learning Strategies

2. Overhead projector
3. Transparency pen
4. Timer
5. PALS Manual

Student Materials

1. Folder (one per pair) with:
   - Question Card
   - Correction Card
   - Point Sheet
   - PALS Bookmark

2. Reading books (one per pair)
3. Pencils
Guiding Points

Use T-1.1 (Peer Assisted Learning Strategies).

Introduce PALS as a new part of your reading program.

PALS stands for Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies. PALS makes us better readers by building comprehension.

Make sure students understand what comprehension means.

Comprehension means to understand what you read.

Point to the word PEER.

• Peer: Someone who is about the same age as you

Point to the word ASSISTED.

• Assisted: Helping your partner, like a teacher helps a student

Point to the word STRATEGIES.

• Strategies: Plans to get something done

• PALS = Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies: Ways to become a better reader with the help of others

If necessary, use examples to make sure students understand each word.

You will learn many strategies to help you and your partner become better readers.

Use the Peer Assisted Learning Strategies transparency (1.1)

Today I’m going to introduce you to a new part of our reading program. It’s called PALS. PALS stands for Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies. In PALS, you will be working with a partner to become better readers and improve comprehension. What does comprehension mean?

STUDENTS: To understand what you read.

Great! You will all become better readers by understanding what you read. Now let’s find out what PALS means.

Point to the word PEER.

The word PEER means someone who is about the same age as you.

Point to the word ASSISTED.

ASSISTED or assisting means helping your partner with reading, just like teachers help their students. In Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies, you will work with a peer. This person will be your partner. You will help each other become better readers.

Point to the word STRATEGIES.

When we think of different ways to learn, we are using STRATEGIES. Raise your hand if you have ever seen or heard this word before.

Check for show of hands.

Most of us have used strategies. When you want to do something and you decide how to do it, you’re using a strategy.

Note: If your students require further explanation of “strategies,” give an example. Some possible examples are:

• Sounding out words
• Planning to make money for a new toy
So, a strategy is a plan to get something done. In PALS, you’ll be learning many strategies to help you and your partner become better readers. What is a strategy?

STUDENTS: A plan to get something done.

When you want to do something and you decide how to do it, what are you using?

STUDENTS: A strategy.

What will partners help each other do?

STUDENTS: Partners will help each other become better readers.

Okay, it sounds like you’ve got it.
Today I will assign everyone a partner. You’ll work with the same partner for about 4 weeks. I expect you to work well with your partner during PALS.

In PALS, there are two important jobs, and you’ll learn to do them both. One job is to be a Coach. A Coach is like a tutor or teacher. When you’re the Coach, you are helping your partner. Who can tell me what you are doing when you’re the Coach?

STUDENTS: Helping my partner.

The other job is to be a Reader. When you’re the Reader, you read stories out loud and answer questions. Your Coach will help you do this. Who can tell me what you’re doing when you’re the Reader?

STUDENTS: Reading stories out loud and answering questions.

Who helps you when you’re the Reader?

STUDENTS: The Coach.

You and your partner will do both jobs everyday. Sometimes you’ll be the Coach. Sometimes you’ll be the Reader. You’ll do one job while your partner does the other. Then, you and your partner will switch jobs.

Let’s get excited about PALS!! Raise your hand if you can’t wait to start reading! Raise your hand if you can’t wait to start coaching! I’m glad to see everyone’s hands raised because I know you will all be excellent Coaches and Readers!
Great! Now, let’s talk about working with a partner. During PALS, there are different reading activities. During each activity, some of you will be First Readers and some of you will be Second Readers. If you’re a First Reader, you’ll always read first. If you’re a Second Reader, you’ll always read second. Remember, while your partner is reading, you are the coach.

Note: Students will remain First and Second Readers throughout the 4 week period they are in training. When you reassign pairs, Second Readers can become First Readers if their reading skills have improved.

Now I will tell you who your partner is and which team you’re on, the ________ Team or the ________ Team.

Use the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart transparency (1.2). Tell students who their partners are and which teams they are on.

First Readers’ names are in the first column.
Read names of First Readers.
Second Readers’ names are in the second column.
Read names of Second Readers.

Who is a First Reader?
Check to make sure all First Readers have their hands raised.

Who is a Second Reader?
Check to make sure all Second Readers have their hands raised.

You will work with the same partner and the same team for 4 weeks. At the end of each week, we will see which team earned the most points.

Use the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart transparency (1.2). Tell students who their partners are and which teams they are on.

Look at this chart. If you are a First Reader, your name will be in the column labeled First Reader.

Point to First Reader column and read names of First Readers.

If you are a Second Reader, your name will be in the column labeled Second Reader.

Point to Second Reader column and read names of Second Readers.

Raise your hand if you’re a First Reader.

Check to make sure all First Readers have their hands raised.

Raise your hand if you’re a Second Reader.

Check to make sure all Second Readers have their hands raised.

You will work with the same partner for 4 weeks. You will also be on the same team for 4 weeks. You and your partner will earn points that will be added to your team’s total. At the end of each week, we will see which team earns the most points. We will talk about how you keep track of points in a few minutes.
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Guiding Points

How long do you have the same partner?
STUDENTS: Four weeks.

How long will you be on the same team?
STUDENTS: Four weeks.

Have each team stand up and acknowledge other team members. Clap for each team.

Now let’s see some PALS energy and some team spirit!
Stand up if you are on the __________ Team. Look around at your teammates and give another round of applause. You will be working together to get as many PALS points as possible.

Do the same thing with the other team.

Note: If pairs are already seated next to one another, point out that they are already sitting with their partner and move on to the “PALS MATERIALS” section of the lesson. If students must move to sit with their partners, use the “MOVING” portion of the lesson next.
Now we’re ready to learn how to get ready for PALS. The first thing partners do to get ready for PALS is move next to each other. Partners must sit together in order to do the PALS activities.

Continue using Transparency 1.2 (Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart).

In each pair/some pairs, one of you will move to your partner. You will be the “Movers.” If your name has a star beside it on this chart, you are a Mover. Raise your hand if you are a Mover.

If you are not a Mover, you will stay in your seat. You will be a “Stayer.” If your name does not have a star beside it on this chart, you are a Stayer. Raise your hand if you are a Stayer.

Tell the movers where and how they will move. Make sure Movers are spread out across the classroom. Sometimes both members of a pair will need to move to a different location.
Guiding Points

Use T-1.3 (PALS Moving Rules).

Explain that students must follow the PALS Moving Rules.

1. Take your PALS materials with you.

Explain that you will talk about PALS materials in a few minutes. What do you take with you?

2. Leave your chair when you move.

3. Move quickly and quietly.

Explain that Movers will promptly take what they need and move to Stayers. This process should take no longer than 2 minutes.

4. Quietly move to the chair beside your partner.

Demonstrate how students will do this by moving two chairs side by side.

Use Transparency 1.3 (PALS Moving Rules).

Now before we practice moving to our partners, there are some very important rules that you need to know.

Point to Rule #1.

Rule #1 is, “Take your PALS materials with you.” We will learn about the PALS materials in a few minutes. For now, just remember that when you move, you must take everything with you that you need for PALS. What do you take with you?

STUDENTS: Our PALS materials.

Point to Rule #2.

Rule #2 is, “Leave your chair when you move.” What will you leave?

STUDENTS: Our desks/chairs.

Point to Rule #3.

Here’s the third rule, “Move quickly and quietly.” What’s the third rule?

Students: Move quickly and quietly.

Moving quickly and quietly means that when I tell you it’s time to move, Movers, you will take out your PALS materials and quickly walk straight to your partners without saying a word. Stayers, you will stay in your seats and wait quietly. Moving should take no longer than 2 minutes.

Point to Rule #4.

There is one last rule about moving. Rule # 4 says, “Quietly move to the chair beside your partner.” This means that you will sit next to your partner so that both of you are sitting side-by-side. You need to move the chairs side-by-side so that both of you can see the materials.

Demonstrate how to do this by moving two chairs side-by-side.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guiding Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How will you sit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When PALS is over, you will quietly move the chair back to its original position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate moving a chair quietly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the 4 Moving Rules?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How will you sit?

STUDENTS: Side-by-side.

Very good! It is also important to remember that when PALS is over, you will quietly move the chair back to its original position.

Demonstrate moving a chair quietly back to its original position.

Now, let’s see if you can remember the Moving Rules. Who can tell me one of them?

STUDENTS: 1. Take my PALS materials with me. 2. Leave my chair when I move. 3. Move quickly and quietly. 4. Quietly move the chair beside my partner.
Guiding Points

Let’s practice moving.
Demonstrate how students will follow the moving rules as they move to their partners: (1) moving quickly and quietly, and (2) moving the nearest chair side-by-side.

Remember the rules.
Do not sit down when you get to your partner. This time we are looking to make sure everyone has a chair.
Set your timer for 2 minutes.
Have Movers stand. Monitor to make sure only Movers are standing. Ask students to practice moving without their materials since they do not have them yet.

It’s time for PALS. Movers move.
Monitor and praise individuals who do well. Practice again if necessary.

Now, let’s practice moving. First, watch me as I show what following the Moving Rules looks like.

Demonstrate:
1. Moving quickly and quietly.
2. Moving the nearest chair side-by-side.

Remember the rules. Move quickly and quietly. I want to see how quietly you can do it the first time. When you get to your partner, do not sit down this time. We need to see if there are chairs for everyone.

Set your timer for 2 minutes.

Listen carefully to my directions. It’s time for PALS. We still don’t have our PALS materials, so we will just practice moving. Movers stand. Only Movers should be standing.

Make sure only assigned Movers are standing.

Movers, remember to move quickly and quietly! You have plenty of time, so don’t race. OK. Movers move.

Start the timer. Monitor and praise individual students who do well. Tell students how long the transition took them.

If students make too much noise or take too much time, ask them to return to their original seats and practice moving again. Review the rules if necessary.
Now that you know who your partners are and where you’ll be sitting, let’s look at our PALS materials. Every pair will need three things for PALS:

- PALS Folder
- One book shared by the pair
- Pencils

Every day you’ll need these materials when you’re doing PALS. If you’re the First Reader, you’ll bring the reading book. If you’re the Second Reader, you’ll bring the PALS folder. Everyone will need to bring a pencil. PALS Folders will be kept (insert location) _____. For today, I’ll pass out the PALS folders. Tomorrow when it’s time for PALS, you will need to get your own PALS Folders. Second Readers, raise your hand and keep it raised until I give you a PALS folder. Do not open the folder until I ask you to.

Distribute folders to Second Readers.

Everyone take a look at the front of your PALS folder. In the top right-hand corner, there is a sticker with a number on it. Point to this sticker.

Pause for students to point.

This is your folder number and it corresponds to the number by your name and your partner’s name on the Pairs and Teams Assignment Chart we looked at before. Second Readers, you will be responsible for remembering this number and getting the right folder at the beginning of PALS.

Ask a few students to tell you their folder number to check for understanding.

During all PALS activities, partners will share a book. I am going to give each First Reader a book now. Remember First Readers, you will always be responsible for getting the book at the beginning of PALS. Your PALS reading book will be kept (insert location) _____.

Tell students that there are three things they will need for PALS:

- PALS Folder
- One book shared by the pair
- Pencils

Explain who will be in charge of what.

Second Reader is in charge of getting the folder.

Tell students where folders will be kept. Explain that today you will pass them out, but starting tomorrow they will get their folders on their own.

Give folders to Second Readers.

First Readers will be in charge of getting the book.
Guiding Points

Give books to First Readers.

**Everyone brings a pencil.**

Make sure everyone has a pencil.

**What are the materials you will need each day?**

Who will bring the folders?

Who will bring the reading book?

Who will bring pencils?

Explain that everyday you will start the lesson by saying: “It’s time for PALS!” When they hear this, they must get their materials.

**Note:** If you prefer students to keep books in their PALS folders, discuss this with them now. Make sure you select appropriate books based on the ability of the Second Reader in each pair. If you’re giving different books to different pairs, explain to students that pairs will not always all be reading the same book.

Distribute books to First Readers.

During PALS, everyone will have their own pencil. This means that every pair will have two pencils. Raise your hand if you don’t have a pencil, and I will give you one now.

Pass out pencils if necessary.

**What are the materials that you will need each day?**

*STUDENTS:* Our PALS Folders, the Second Reader’s book, and pencils.

**Who will bring the folders?**

*STUDENTS:* The Second Readers.

**Who will bring the reading book?**

*STUDENTS:* The First Readers.

**Who will bring pencils?**

*STUDENTS:* Everyone.

Every day that we do PALS, I will start our lesson by saying, “It’s time for PALS!” When you hear this, you will need to get your PALS materials.

Discuss where PALS materials will be kept in the classroom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Guiding Points

Instruct students to open their folders. They will find 4 important things:

1. Question Card
2. Correction Card
3. Point Sheet
4. PALS Bookmark

Tell First Readers to hold up the Question Card. Monitor to make sure the correct card is raised. Briefly explain what it is used for.

The questions on the card will help you with the reading activities we will learn about later.

Ask Second Readers to hold up the Correction Card. Monitor to make sure the correct card is raised. Briefly explain what it is used for.

The Coach will use the Correction Card to help the Reader correct mistakes.

Ask Second Readers to hold up the Point Sheet. Monitor to make sure the Point Sheet is raised. Briefly explain what it is used for.

You and your partner will share a point sheet to keep track of points.

Now let’s look at what’s inside your PALS Folders. Everybody, open your folder and take out the first card in the front left pocket. This is a Question Card. First Readers, hold your Question Cards in the air.

Monitor to make sure all First Readers have the correct card in hand. Praise students who are on task.

The questions on it will help you with the PALS activities we will learn about later. First Readers, put your Question Card on top of your desk. Second Readers, take out the second card in the front left pocket and hold it in the air. This is the Correction Card.

Monitor to make sure all Second Readers have the correct card in hand. Praise students who are on task.

The Coach will use the Correction Card to help the Reader correct mistakes. We’re going to learn more about this card later. Second Readers, put your Correction Card on top of your desk. Now, look at the other pocket in your folder. You will find your Point Sheet in this pocket. Second Readers, hold your point sheet in the air.

Monitor to make sure all Second Readers have the point sheet raised. Praise students who are on task.

You and your partner will use this Point Sheet to keep track of points. The two of you will use the same Point Sheet. Your pair’s points will be totaled at the end of the week with the rest of your team. We will see which team is the higher point earner at the end of every week.

You will also find a PALS Bookmark in your folder. This bookmark will help you keep your place in your book. We’ll
talk about what to do with that in a few days. For now, leave the bookmark in your PALS folder.

Let’s put everything back in the PALS folder and practice putting away our materials. Remember, PALS folders will always be stored ________. Books will always be stored ________(insert location).

Tell students to put away their PALS folders and books and return to their original seats (if moved). Praise individuals who were on task throughout the lesson.

We’ve now come to the end of our first day of PALS! Great job everyone!

Guiding Points
Instruct students to leave PALS bookmarks in PALS folders.
Remind students where PALS folders and books will be stored. Tell students to practice putting away their materials and return to their original seats (if moved).
Praise individuals who were on task throughout the lesson.
Introduction to Partner Reading

**Students Will Learn**
- PALS Rules
- How to set up PALS materials
- Basic Partner Reading procedures

**Students Will Practice**
- Following PALS Rules
- Preparing materials for PALS
- Using Partner Reading procedures

**PREPARATION**

- Read over the lesson and familiarize yourself with the script. This is especially important for the “PALS Materials & Desk Set-Up” section as it can sometimes run a little long. Try to complete the lesson as efficiently as possible.

- Put transparencies in the correct order.

- Select a story in your students’ reading books to use for demonstrating what “reading with expression” means. See page 27.

- Recall where you’ve directed pairs to sit and have seating charts and triad worksheets available in case some students are absent and pairs need reshuffling.

- Make sure PALS folders and reading books are available to students and are in the appropriate designated areas. Have post-it arrows available for students who need new ones.

**GUIDING GRAPHICS**

- Use Transparency Supplement
- Teacher Directed Activity
- Independent Partner Practice
**Teacher Materials**

1. Transparencies:
   - **PALS Rules**
     - Talk only to your partner and talk only about PALS.
     - Keep your voice low.
     - Cooperate with your partner.
     - Try your best.

2.1 PALS Rules

2. Overhead projector
3. Transparency pen
4. Timer
5. PALS Manual

---

**Student Materials**

1. Folder (one per pair) with:
   - **Question Card**
   - **Correction Card**
   - **Point Sheet**

2. Reading books (one per pair)
3. Pencils

---

Day 2: Introduction to Partner Reading
Guiding Points

It’s time for PALS!
If pairs are not seated together, tell them to move to sit with their partners. Remind them to follow the PALS Moving Rules.
Ask students questions about what was learned on Day 1. Award bonus points for correct answers.

What does PALS stand for?
Why are we going to do PALS?

It’s time for PALS! Please get your materials ready. Remember, First Readers, you are getting the books and Second Readers, you are getting the PALS folders.

If pairs are not seated together, tell them to move to sit with their partners. Remind them to follow the PALS Moving Rules.

Before we begin today’s lesson, let’s review what we’ve learned.

Call on individual students to answer the questions below. Praise students for correct answers.

Who can tell me what PALS stands for?

STUDENTS: Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies.

Why are we going to do PALS?

STUDENTS: To become better readers by building comprehension.

Great! Now let’s learn the PALS Rules.
There are 4 PALS Rules.

**Rule #1: Talk only to your partner and only about PALS.**

Ask students to recite the rule aloud.

**Rule #2: Keep your voice low.**

Explain that with everyone talking at the same time, the noise level can get very loud. Tell students to recite the rule aloud.

**Rule #3: Cooperate with your partner.**

Ask students to name a few examples of what it looks like to praise and cooperate with your partner.

Cooperating with your partner will help you become a better reader.

Ask students to recite the rule aloud.

**Rule #4: Try your best.**

Use Transparency 2.1 (PALS Rules).

Point to each rule as you discuss the following:

**Rule #1** is talk only to your partner and only about PALS.

During PALS, you’ll read stories and answer questions and the only thing you will talk about with your partner is what you read. Let’s all say the first PALS Rule together.

*STUDENTS: Talk only to your partner and only about PALS.*

Great. Now let’s look at the second rule. **Rule #2** is keep your voice low.

Remember, everyone in the class will read with a partner during PALS. When everyone in the room is reading, the noise level can get very loud. That’s why it’s important that you keep your voices low. Let’s all recite Rule #2 together in a low PALS voice.

*STUDENTS: Keep your voice low.*

Good job! **Rule #3** is cooperate with your partner.

If you’re the Coach, you can show good cooperation by saying encouraging things to your partner like, “You can do it” or “You’re reading really well today.” What are some other examples of ways we can praise our partners?

Take 2-3 answers from students.

Cooperating also means that you help your partner in any way you can. You listen to your partner, and you do not argue with him/her. Cooperating with your partner will help you become a better reader.

Role-play examples of partners working well and not so well together. Call on different students to demonstrate with you (no more than 2 minutes long).

Let’s all say Rule #3 together.
STUDENTS: Cooperate with your partner.

Finally, Rule #4 is try your best. This rule is the most important! If we all try our best, PALS will make us stronger readers. Let’s all say Rule #4 together, and I want to hear some energy with this one!

STUDENTS: Try your best!

Remove Transparency 2.1 (PALS Rules).

Who can tell me the 4 PALS Rules?

STUDENTS: 1. Talk only to your partner and only about PALS
            2. Keep your voice low
            3. Cooperate with your partner
            4. Try your best

Great job! These rules are listed on the back of your PALS bookmark so that you can follow and refer to them often. Take the bookmark out and find the PALS Rules.

Monitor students.

Throughout the rest of training, I will be looking for pairs who are following the PALS rules. If I catch you following all of the rules, I might add some bonus points to your Point Sheet.
Aside from the PALS bookmark, who can remember what materials we’ll need during PALS?

STUDENTS: The Second Reader’s book, our PALS folder with Question Card, Correction Card and Point Sheet, and a pencil for each partner.

Before you begin working with your partner, you must prepare your materials. Each day you’ll sit with your partner and set out PALS materials on your desk. The First Reader is responsible for finding the correct starting page in the book.

Demonstrate by opening the book and putting the book in the middle of the 2 desks. Each pair should be sharing one book.

You will use your PALS bookmark to know where you left off and where you will start reading the next time you do PALS.

Show the students how to mark their books with the PALS bookmark.

How will you find your starting page?

STUDENTS: By using the PALS bookmark.

Who is responsible for turning to the correct page?

STUDENTS: The First Reader will turn to the correct page.

Now let’s practice opening our books to the correct starting page and placing the books in the middle of our desks. First Readers, get the reading books ready. Second Readers, make sure your partner does this correctly.

Monitor students. Give points to pairs who are setting up correctly.

Now we need to set the rest of our materials on our desks. Everybody put your pencil on top of your desk.

Demonstrate and monitor students.

Second Readers, you’ll be responsible for setting up the other PALS materials. You and your partner will share the materials in your folder. In your PALS folder, you’ll see the Point Sheet in one pocket and the Question Card in the other. Take out the Question Card and place it at the top of
Guiding Points

Direct students to practice putting away, getting out, and setting up their materials.

your desk.

Demonstrate and monitor students.

Now take out one Point Sheet and put it next to the reading book where you can mark it easily.

Demonstrate and monitor students.

I want to see if you can get all your materials out and ready for PALS. Put everything away.

Monitor students.

Now, everybody get your books and materials ready for PALS.

Monitor students, and give bonus points to pairs who get their materials ready quietly, quickly and correctly.

Every day that we do PALS, you should set up your PALS materials in this same way.

My Notes
Now we’re ready to start learning about the PALS activities. The first activity you’ll do each day during PALS is Partner Reading. Partner Reading will help you learn to read quickly and correctly, and it will also help you understand what you read.

What will Partner Reading help you do?

**STUDENTS:** Help me learn to read quickly and correctly and understand what I read.

Now, let’s review.

Use Transparency 2.2 (Question Card, page 1).

Yesterday we learned that there were 2 important PALS jobs: Coach and Reader. Readers read aloud and answer questions. Coaches read along silently and help their partners with mistakes and hard words. During most of the PALS activities, you will switch jobs every 5 minutes. It’s important that you DO NOT switch jobs until you hear me say, “It’s time to switch jobs.” Let’s talk about how this will work during Partner Reading.

For the first 5 minutes, the First Reader will read aloud. The Second Reader’s job is to read along silently and help the First Reader with mistakes and hard words.

What will First Readers do for the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

**STUDENTS:** They will be Readers and read aloud.

What will the Second Readers do for the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

**STUDENTS:** They will be Coaches. They will read along silently and help the Reader with mistakes and hard words.

After the first 5 minutes, you’ll hear me say, “It’s time to switch jobs.” When this happens, the First Reader will become the Coach and the Second Reader will become the Reader.
Guiding Points

Explain that students will also switch materials.

**Second Reader reads for 5 minutes.** Second Readers reread the same text that the First Readers read.

When the Second Reader reads during Partner Reading, what does s/he read?

Discuss reading carefully, quickly and with expression.

Explain to students what it means to read with expression. Using a reading book, model reading quickly, carefully and with expression.

Who reads during the first 5 minutes of PALS?

Reader.

During Partner Reading, what will happen after you hear me say, “It’s time to switch jobs?”

*STUDENTS: The First Reader will become the Coach and the Second Reader will become the Reader.*

Great! When you switch jobs, you will also switch materials. Second Readers will give the Point Sheet and Question Card to the First Readers.

What else will you do when you switch jobs?

*STUDENTS: Switch materials.*

Now we need to talk about what the Second Reader will read during the next 5 minutes of Partner Reading. The Second Reader will always re-read what the First Reader read during the first 5 minutes. This means that the Second Reader will need to go back to where the First Reader started reading that day.

Note: You might want to tell students to mark their starting point at the beginning of Partner Reading with a post-it arrow to show Second Readers where to begin.

When the Second Reader reads during Partner Reading, what will s/he read?

*STUDENTS: The Second Reader will read what the First Reader read during the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading.*

Now let’s talk a little about what reading aloud looks like when you are the Reader. You should always try your best to read quickly, carefully and with expression. Can anyone tell me what it means to read with expression?

Discuss the meaning of expression: the showing of feeling or emotion. Using a reading book, model reading quickly, carefully and with expression. Also model the opposite. Discuss why it is important to try to read with expression.

**Let’s review what we’ve learned so far.**

As you ask the following questions, award bonus points to students who answer them correctly.

Who reads during the first 5 minutes of PALS?
Guiding Points

What will the Second Reader do during the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: First Readers.

What will the Second Reader do during the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: The Second Reader will be the Coach and will help the First Reader with mistakes and hard words.

What will happen after 5 minutes when you hear me say, “It’s time to switch jobs?”

STUDENTS: We will switch jobs.

So who will be the Reader and who will be the Coach during the second 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: The Second Reader will be the Reader and the First Reader will be the Coach.

When you switch jobs, what else will you switch?

STUDENTS: We will also switch materials.

What will the Second Reader read during the second 5 minutes of Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: What the First Reader read during the first 5 minutes of Partner Reading.

Excellent! When you switch jobs, the Second Reader will re-read the same text that the First Reader read.

Let’s practice. First Readers, you will read for a couple of minutes. Second Readers, remember to listen carefully to your partner and give help when needed.

Allow First Readers to read for 2 minutes. Identify and praise students who are demonstrating good helping and good reading.

NOTE: You may have noticed that you have not yet taught the correction procedure. It is okay to let students practice despite this because you want them to see how the activity works and you want them to get excited about it.

First Readers, stop reading. Great job! I saw some great coaching and great reading.

Give specific examples.
### Guiding Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have students switch roles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice Partner Reading with Second Readers as Readers and First Readers as Coaches for 2 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once again, praise readers who are reading quickly, carefully and with expression, and coaches who are being helpful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s time to switch jobs! We just read for 2 minutes because today we are only practicing. Second Readers, now it’s your turn to read. Remember to go back to where the First Reader started reading. First Readers, you are now the Coach. Begin.

Allow Second Reader to read for 2 minutes. Recognize students who are demonstrating good coaching and good reading.

**Great work Coaches and Readers!**

Give specific examples of good coaching and reading.

The next time we do PALS we’ll learn more about Partner Reading and how to be a good Coach. Now put your PALS materials away.
**Introduction to Retell**

**Students Will Learn**
- How to Retell
- How to earn points during Retell

**Students Will Practice**
- Partner Reading procedures
- Retell procedures

**PREPARATION**
- Put transparencies in the correct order.
- In each PALS folder, replace the point sheet from last week with a new copy. (Note: You should have tallied team points with your class at the end of the previous lesson.)
- Recall where you’ve directed pairs to sit and have seating charts and triad worksheets available in case some students are absent and pairs need reshuffling.
- Make sure PALS folders, reading books, and post-it arrows are available to students.

**GUIDING GRAPHICS**

- Use Transparency Supplement
- Use Activity Packet Supplement
- Teacher Directed Activity
- Independent Partner Practice
1. Transparencies:

2. Question Card
3. Overhead projector
4. Transpency pen
5. Timer
6. PALS Manual

Student Materials

1. Folder (one per pair) with:

2. Question Card
3. Correction Card
4. Point Sheet
5. Activity Packet (one per student)
6. PALS Bookmark
7. Reading books (one per pair)
8. PALS Bookmark

---

Teacher Materials

---

Day 4: Introduction to Retell
It’s time for PALS!

Monitor as students move to their partners and prepare their PALS materials. Award PALS points to pairs who set-up correctly.

Before we learn the next PALS activity let’s review what we’ve learned about Partner Reading.

Call on students to answer the following questions.

What’s the first thing that happens during Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: First Reader reads for 5 minutes.

What’s the next thing that happens?

STUDENTS: Second Reader reads for 5 minutes.

Where does the Second Reader begin reading?

STUDENTS: The same place the First Reader began reading.

What’s the job of the Coach?

STUDENTS: To read along silently, catch mistakes and help correct the Reader.

What’s the correction procedure?

STUDENTS: “Check it.”

What if your partner cannot figure out the word in 4 seconds?

STUDENTS: “That word is____. What word? (Reader repeats word.) “Good. Read the sentence again.”

How many points do you earn during Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: One point for each correct sentence.
Great! Now let’s do a little bit of practice. Because we are still practicing, we will read for 3 minutes each. First Readers get ready to read and Second Readers get ready to coach. Ready, begin.

Allow First Readers to read for 3 minutes. Monitor and award points to partners using the correct procedures.

Now let’s switch. Second Reader begin reading.

Allow Second Readers to read for 3 minutes. Monitor and award points to partners using the correct procedures. Praise individual pairs you observe following the correction procedure properly.

**My Notes**
Everyone is doing such a good job with PALS! We are going to learn about the second activity of PALS. It’s called Retell. After you and your partner have each read for 5 minutes, it will be time for Retell.

What’s the second activity of PALS?

STUDENTS: Retell.

Great job listening! During Retell, you show how well you understand what you’ve been reading. We’ll do Retell for 2 minutes.

How long will we do Retell?

STUDENTS: 2 minutes.

Retell is a very important activity because it lets you know if you understood what you read. When you retell a story, you talk about the most important information you learned. Who can tell me what “retell” means?

STUDENTS: Talking about the most important information learned in the story.

That’s right. Reading many sentences correctly is good, but understanding what you read is even more important!

The Second Reader will retell what happened in the story. When you do this, Second Readers, you will tell the things that happened in the order in which they happened. Let’s take a look at the Question Card.


What do First Readers say first during Retell?

STUDENTS: What happened first?
Guiding Points

What do First Readers say next to their partner after s/he says 1 thing that happened?

Remind students that it is very important to follow along and listen carefully while their partner is reading so they can help retell what happened.

Use T-4.1 (Activity Packet, page 3).

Use “William Moves Away” on page 3 of the Activity Sheet Packet to practice Retell with the whole class.

Read the first 2 paragraphs aloud and take the role of First Reader. Ask students to act as your Second Readers.

Award bonus points to students who do a good job acting as Second Readers.

What do First Readers say next to their partner after he/she says one thing that happened?

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Very good! Second Readers, when you are retelling, it is okay to refer back to your book to make sure you didn’t miss any important details. You want to condense 5 minutes of reading into a 2 minute retelling, so it will be important to include some of the story’s big details.

Use Transparency 4.1 (Activity Packet, page 3).

Please open your Activity Packets to page 3. Let’s read “William Moves Away” to practice Retell. Listen carefully while I read.

Read the first 2 paragraphs of “William Moves Away.”

Note: Do not make reading mistakes or review the Partner Reading correction procedure during this time. We suggest this because students need to be focused on learning Retell at this point.

Okay, now it’s time for you to be my coaches. I will be the Second Reader and practice retelling the story. Coaches, ask me the first Retell question.

STUDENTS: What happened first?

Tom’s friend, William, moved away.

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Tom and William played together almost every day. They rode bikes and climbed trees.

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Tom, William, and Mary Ellen watched the moving crew at William’s house.

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Well, that’s all I have read so far. Good job, coaches! I like how you asked me the Retell questions. Every pair, give
Guiding Points

What do good readers do?
Discuss what happens when partners disagree about something during Retell or when the Second Reader forgets what came next in the story.

First Readers, tell your partner the next thing that happened and then ask the next thing that happened.

Use T-4.1 (Activity Packet, page 3).

Read the next 3 paragraphs of “William Moves Away.” Ask the class to begin Retell by asking you the first question. After answering it correctly, pretend that you need help after they ask you what happened next. Accept a possible correct response and award bonus points.

After accepting a correct response, make sure the Coaches ask you, “What happened next?”

So, that’s an example of the correct way to Retell. I stated all of the important facts from the story without saying every sentence again. I also looked back at the story to make sure I included all the important details. That’s something good readers do. What do good readers do?

STUDENTS: Look back at the story to make sure they retell all the important details.

Now, First Readers, sometimes you may disagree with your partner about something s/he says during Retell. Or your partner might forget what came next in the story. If this happens, your job will be to help your partner with their retell by telling the next thing that happened in the story. Then the Second Reader will continue to tell the next thing that happened, and so on. It’s important to listen to what your partner says so that if your partner gets stuck and doesn’t know the next thing, you can help.

What do First Readers do when they disagree with their partner?

STUDENTS: They tell the Second Reader the next thing that happened in the story and continue asking, “What happened next?”

Terrific! Let’s practice this. I’m going to read the next 3 paragraphs of “William Moves Away.” I want you to be my coaches and ask me the Retell questions.

Read the third through fifth paragraphs of “William Moves Away” aloud to students.

Coaches, ask me the first Retell question.

STUDENTS: What happened first?

William’s father tells him that they have to leave soon.

STUDENTS: What happened next?

I don’t remember. Can one of my coaches help me?

Call on one student to give you the next detail from the story.

STUDENTS: (Possible answers) William and his family went to their car.
Day 4: Introduction to Retell

Guiding Points

Read the rest of “William Moves Away” aloud. Ask students to practice Retell in pairs. Award bonus points to pairs who do a good job during practice.

Explain that each pair will earn a total of 10 points during Retell if they work hard and try their best.

First readers are responsible for marking points.

Tell students that at the end of Retell, you will say: “First Readers, give your pair 10 points if you believe you both have worked very hard and have tried your best.”

Use T-4.2 (Activity Packet, page 3).

Ask students to practice combining Partner Reading and Retell using the “Jana Plays Softball” passage. Set your timer for 5 minutes.

First Readers, get ready to read. Remember to read quickly, carefully, and with expression. Second Readers, get ready to listen for, find, and correct mistakes. Begin.

Monitor students and award bonus points.

Tom waved goodbye as William and his family got in their car. Tom told William, “So long!”

After accepting a correct response, make sure the Coaches ask you, “What happened next?”

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Tom woke up the next day and felt sad.

STUDENTS: What happened next?

Tom went to play in places he used to go to with William, but it just wasn’t the same.

Great job everyone! You did a great job correcting me when I didn’t know what came next. Now it’s time for you to practice. I am going to read the rest of “William Moves Away.” After I finish, I want you to practice Retell with your partner. I will walk around the room and award PALS Points to pairs who are cooperating, catching and correcting mistakes, and trying to do a good job on Retell.

Monitor the students as they do Retell for 2 minutes.

Great work! Now let’s talk about points. Each pair will earn a total of 10 points if they work hard and try their best. First Readers will be responsible for marking points. When Retell is over, I’ll say, “First Readers, give your pair 10 points if you believe you both have worked very hard and have tried your best.”

Now, we’re ready to combine Partner Reading and Retell.

Let’s practice using “Jana Plays Softball” located on page 4 of your Activity Packet. Go ahead and find page 4 of your Activity Packet now.

Use Transparency 4.2 (Activity Packet, page 4). Set your timer for 4 minutes. Some students may finish early. They should wait patiently until all of the class is finished.

Remember, as you do Partner Reading, I’ll award PALS Points to pairs who follow PALS
Rules. First Readers, get ready to read. Remember to read quickly, carefully, and with expression. Second Readers, get ready to listen for, find, and correct mistakes. Begin.

Monitor students and award PALS Points. Follow the PALS Teacher Command Card to continue Partner Reading and Retell.

Great work today! Next time we do PALS, we’ll practice more.
# Day 6: Introduction to Paragraph Shrinking

**Students Will Learn**
- Basic Paragraph Shrinking procedures
- Components of a good main idea statement
- How to make main idea statements

**Students Will Practice**
- Paragraph Shrinking steps
- Making main idea statements

## Preparation
- Put transparencies in the correct order.
- Familiarize yourself with the answers to all questions on the Activity Sheet Packet (pages 5-6). See answer key on p. 278 for assistance.
- Make sure the Score Board is clearly posted on the PALS Bulletin Board. Since this is the last lesson of the second week, you will be tallying team points.
- Recall where you’ve directed pairs to sit and have seating charts and triad worksheets available in case some students are absent and pairs need reshuffling.
- Make sure PALS folders, reading books, and post-it arrows are available to students.

## Guiding Graphics
- Use Transparency Supplement
- Use Activity Packet Supplement
- Teacher Directed Activity
- Independent Partner Practice
**Teacher Materials**

1. Transparencies:

   ![Transparencies Image]

2. Question Card - page 2
   6.1 Activity Packet, page 5
   6.2 Activity Packet, page 6

2. Overhead projector
3. Transparency pen
4. Timer
5. PALS Manual

**Student Materials**

1. Folder (one per pair) with:

   ![Folder Image]

2. Reading books (one per pair)
3. Pencils
Guiding Points

Review by asking the following questions:

What does PALS stand for?

Why do we do PALS?

What is the first activity in PALS?

How long does each reader read during Partner Reading?

Where does the Second Reader begin reading?

What happens after Partner Reading?

How long does Retell last?

Practice Partner Reading and Retell with students. Have students read for 2 minutes each during Partner Reading and Retell for 1 minute. This practice is meant to remind students of how to perform the activities correctly.

It’s time for PALS!

Monitor as students move to their partners and prepare their PALS materials. Award PALS points to pairs who set-up correctly.

Today we’re going to learn the next PALS activity. First, let’s review what we’ve learned about PALS so far. Everyone get out your Question Card.

PALS stands for …?

STUDENTS: Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies.

And why do we do PALS?

STUDENTS: To become better readers by building comprehension.

What is the first activity in PALS?

STUDENTS: Partner Reading.

How long does each reader read?

STUDENTS: 5 minutes.

Where does the Second Reader begin reading?

STUDENTS: At the beginning, where the First Reader began.

What happens after Partner Reading?

STUDENTS: Retell.

How long does Retell last?

STUDENTS: Two minutes.

Good job! Now we will practice Partner Reading and Retell. Because we’re reviewing, we will shorten the times of each activity. Each partner will read for 2 minutes. Then, the Second Reader will do Retell for one minute. First Readers get ready! Begin!

Set timer for 2 minutes. First Readers read for 2 minutes. Then, partners switch jobs and Second Readers read for 2 minutes. Finally, Second Readers conduct Retell for 1 minute. This practice is meant to remind students of how to perform the activities correctly.
Great! Now let’s get excited about our next PALS activity. It’s called Paragraph Shrinking. In Paragraph Shrinking, you’ll shrink the information in each paragraph into a main idea statement. The main idea statement tells the most important idea in the paragraph. What does the main idea statement tell us?

STUDENTS: The most important idea in the paragraph.

As in Partner Reading, each Reader will read for 5 minutes. How long will each Reader read during Paragraph Shrinking?

STUDENTS: Five minutes.

That’s right. At the end of each paragraph read, the Reader will stop to create a main idea statement. The Reader will go through 3 steps to create a main idea statement that is 10 words or less. When we shrink a paragraph down to 10 words or less, what are we creating?

STUDENTS: A main idea statement.

How often does the reader stop to make a main idea statement?

STUDENTS: After every paragraph.

That’s right! Paragraph Shrinking will help you make good main idea statements. Being able to make good main idea statements will strengthen your reading comprehension. A main idea statement is made up of 2 parts:

- The most important who or what in the paragraph
- The most important thing about the who or what

Use Transparency 2.2 (Question Card).

Everyone, look at your Question Card. Point to the section where it says “Paragraph Shrinking.”

Pause for students to point.

These are the 3 things the Coach will ask the Reader to do after each paragraph to help them make a good main idea statement. Let’s read them together:

- Introduce Paragraph Shrinking.
- Explain the following key point:
  - Each Reader will read for 5 minutes. After each paragraph, the reader will shrink the information into a main idea statement.
- How long does the First Reader read during Paragraph Shrinking?
- How long does the Second Reader read during Paragraph Shrinking?
- By shrinking a paragraph down to 10 words or less, what are we creating?
- How often does the reader stop to make a main idea statement?

Tell students that making main idea statements will help them to build comprehension skills.

A main idea statement is made up of 2 parts:

- The most important who or what in the paragraph
- The most important thing about the who or what

Use Transparency 2.3 (Question Card - page 2).
Pause for students to read aloud with you.

“Name the most important who or what.”

“Tell the most important thing about the who or what.”

“Say the main idea in 10 words or less.”

Now let’s practice each of these together.

Read the story aloud to students.

Now, let’s look at the Paragraph Shrinking section of the Question Card. I want you or your partner to complete the first step, “name the most important who or what.” When you have an answer, please raise your hand. There may be many whos or whats, but only one is most important. Keep in mind that the most important who or what will always be a person, place, thing, or animal.

Pause for students to discuss.

Who can name the main who or what?

STUDENTS: King Damien.

Very good! King Damien is the main who or what, so I’m going to write “King Damien” on this line below “The most important who or what” because it’s the first part of my main idea statement. Write “King Damien” on your Activity Packet.

Pause for students to write “King Damien.”

Look at your partner’s sheet and give me a thumbs up if
Guiding Points
Direct students to complete the second step of Paragraph Shrinking with you. Give several examples of answers to the second step. Ask students to decide if each statement represents the most important information about the picture or not. Ask them to explain why they think a statement is correct or incorrect.

- King Damien wrote with a feather pen. (NOT MOST IMPORTANT)
- King Damien was tired of cold weather. (NOT MOST IMPORTANT)
- King Damien counted his coins one by one. (NOT MOST IMPORTANT)
- King Damien counted his coins to make sure he had enough money to buy a new castle. (MOST IMPORTANT)

Write the previous statement on the line below “The most important thing about the who or what.” Share this as the correct answer.

Pause for students to copy correct answer to their Activity Packets.

they followed directions correctly.

Pause for students to give a thumbs up.

Good! Let’s look at the Question Card again and complete the second step, “Name the most important thing about the who or what.” We said the most important who or what is King Damien. Now we need to know the most important thing about King Damien. I’ll say some things about this picture. You tell me if they describe the most important thing about King Damien.

“King Damien wrote with a feather pen.” Does that tell the most important information about this paragraph?

STUDENTS: No.

Read each of the following statements. Ask students to decide if each statement represents the most important information about the picture or not. Ask them to explain why they think a statement is most important or not most important.

King Damien was tired of cold weather.
(NOT MOST IMPORTANT: While this is true about King Damien, it is not the most important action or event taking place in this paragraph.)

King Damien counted his coins one by one.
(NOT MOST IMPORTANT: While this describes what the king is doing, it does not explain the reason he is doing it. Since the paragraph describes why he is counting his money at length, it is important to include this detail in the main idea statement.)

King Damien counted his coins to make sure he had enough money to buy a new castle.
(MOST IMPORTANT: This is the most important thing King Damien is doing, or the most important thing about the who or what.)

So, the main idea statement is: “King Damien counted his coins to make sure he had enough money to buy a new castle.” Everyone, write “counted his coins to make sure he had enough money to buy a new castle” on the line below where it says “most important thing about the who or what.” Give me a thumbs up when you and your partner are finished writing.
Guiding Points

Direct students to complete the third step of Paragraph Shrinking in their pairs. Emphasize the following points:

- When making a main idea statement, you should leave out all the unnecessary information.
- If you can say the main idea in 10 words or less, you are proving that you really understood what you read.
- No matter how many words describe the who or what, the who or what will count only as 1 word.

Give an example of a 10-word-or-less statement for the “King Damien” example. Ask students to act as Coaches and count your statement with you.

“King Damien counted enough money to buy a new castle.”

How many words was that?

Write the statement from the previous page on the overhead. Pause for students to write statement and give a thumbs up.

Now, it’s time for the last step in Paragraph Shrinking. When you’re making a main idea statement, you should leave out all the extra, unnecessary information, and only say the most important things. If you can say the main idea in 10 words or less, you are proving that you really understood what you read.

Do main idea statements have lots of words?

STUDENTS: No.

How many words are in a good main idea statement?

STUDENTS: Ten words or less.

Also, in Paragraph Shrinking, no matter how many words describe the who or what, the who or what will count only as 1 word. How many words?

STUDENTS: One.

If the most important who or what is “King Damien,” how many words will we count?

STUDENTS: One.

Good. Now let’s look at the Question Card once more and complete the third step, “Say the main idea in 10 words or less.” Remember we said the most important who or what in this paragraph was “King Damien” and the most important thing about him was that he “counted his coins to make sure he had enough money to buy a new castle.” Now, I am going to think about how I will say this main idea in 10 words or less. Then, I will say it aloud. I want you to be my coaches and count my words.

“King Damien counted enough money to buy a new castle.”

How many words was that?

STUDENTS: Nine.

Note: If students say 10, remind them that King Damien counts as 1 word.

That’s right. We used the most important who or what and
Guiding Points
Write “King Damien counted enough money to buy a new castle” on the line below “Main Idea Statement (10 words or less).” Share this as the correct answer.

Pause for students to copy the correct answer to their Activity Packets.

Use T-6.1 (Activity Packet, page 6).

Read “The School Play” aloud to students.

Sometimes a paragraph is about more than one important person, place, thing or animal. In that case, you name all of the important people, places, things or animals the paragraph is mainly about.

Ask students to discuss the most important whos and whats in pairs. Tell Second Readers to be Coaches for this example.

Call on 3-4 pairs. Students are likely to have several variations and some incorrect information.

The main whos are Carlos and Ann.

Discuss as a class.

Write “Carlos and Ann” on the line below “The most important who or what.”

Pause for students to copy the correct answer on their Activity Packets.

the most important thing about the who or what to make a good main idea statement. So, you need to write our statement on your Activity Packet.

Write the 10-word-or-less statement you just said aloud on the overhead. Monitor students as they write it on their Activity Packet.

Now we’ve made a full main idea statement for one paragraph. In Paragraph Shrinking, you will repeat this process after each paragraph.

Now that we know how to do Paragraph Shrinking, let’s look at another example. Turn to page 6 in your Activity Packets. I’ll read “The School Play” aloud. Listen and follow along silently.

Use Transparency 6.2 (Activity Packet, page 6). Read the passage aloud to students.

Now it’s your turn to complete the first step of Paragraph Shrinking. Second Readers, I want you to be the coaches.

Listen carefully. Sometimes a paragraph is about more than one important person, place, thing or animal. In that case, you name all of the important people, places, things or animals the paragraph is mainly about. Coaches, make sure your partner names ALL of the most important whos or whats in this paragraph. So, turn to your partner and begin. When your partner has finished saying the most important who or what and you agree with them, please put your thumbs up.

Monitor students. Make sure all Coaches ask, “Name the most important who or what.”

Now, let’s share some of the whos or whats you and your partner found.

Call on 3-4 pairs. Students are likely to have different whos and whats and some incorrect information.

I like how you were thinking. The correct who or what in this paragraph is Carlos and Ann. If you and your partner
correctly answered this question, give yourselves 2 points. Everyone should write “Carlos and Ann” on their Activity Packet under the most important who or what.

If you didn’t get the right answer, don’t worry. This paragraph is tricky because 4 people are mentioned. However, this paragraph is not mainly about all 4. It’s mainly about only 2. Eric and the teacher are mentioned but they are not the most important characters in the paragraph because the main action of the paragraph is not happening to them. It’s happening to Carlos and Ann. Who are the most important whos or whats?

STUDENTS: Carlos and Ann

Correct. They are Carlos and Ann. Carlos and Ann are the ones concerned about Eric being late; they’re the ones the teacher asks about Eric; and they are the ones who are relieved when Eric finally shows up.

The teacher and Eric aren’t as important, so they’re not included. I’ll bet some of you included Eric. It’s true that he is important to the paragraph. However, he’s not as important as Carlos and Ann.

Now, let’s find the most important thing about Carlos and Ann. Coaches, ask your partner to complete the second step of Paragraph Shrinking. When you are finished, please put your thumbs up.

Monitor students. When students appear ready, call on 3-4 pairs. Students are likely to have different answers and some incorrect information.

I like how you were thinking. The most important thing about the 2 students is this: “Carlos and Ann were worried about performing in the play until their friend, Eric, arrived late.” Write this in your Activity Packets.

Write “were worried about performing in the play until their friend arrived late” on the overhead. Monitor students as they write it on their Activity Packets.

Note: You may feel this main idea could be shorter. You’re right! It is written this way so that students can shrink the main idea statement into 10 words or less.
Guiding Points

Give the following examples of statements that are not quite right and ask students to explain what is wrong about each of them.

- Carlos and Ann were excited about being in a play.
- Carlos and Ann had to wear silly alligator costumes.
- Carlos and Ann saw Eric rush into the classroom.

Use T-2.3 (Question Card - page 2).

Review the third step of Paragraph Shrinking. Direct students to complete the third step of Paragraph Shrinking in their pairs. Allow students to discuss their answers.

Call on 3-4 pairs. Students are likely to have several variations and some incorrect information.

If you and your partner came up with something close to what we just wrote, give yourselves 2 extra points. Now, I am going to say some statements that are not quite right. Raise your hand and tell me what’s wrong with each of these statements.

Call on 1-2 students for each statement and briefly discuss the reasons given below.

Carlos and Ann were excited about being in a play.
(REASON INCORRECT: This is not enough information about what is going on. Much of the paragraph talks about how nervous they were.)

Carlos and Ann had to wear silly alligator costumes.
(REASON INCORRECT: This is not enough information. Although they were wearing costumes in the paragraph, they were mostly concerned about their missing classmate, Eric.)

Carlos and Ann saw Eric rush into the classroom.
(REASON INCORRECT: This statement is correct, but it does not explain what Carlos and Ann were worried about or how they felt when he arrived.)

Good job! As you can see, it’s sometimes tricky to name the most important thing about the who or what. You’ll have to be very careful, Readers and Coaches, to do well.

Now let’s look at the Question Card once more and complete the third step, “Say the main idea in 10 words or less.” Remember we said the most important who or what in this paragraph was “Carlos and Ann” and the most important thing about them was that they “were worried about performing in the play until their friend, Eric, arrived late.” Now, I want you to think about how to say this main idea in 10 words or less. Then, Coaches, ask your partners to say their main idea statement and to count their words to see if they’re 10 words or less. When you’re finished, give me a thumbs up.

Call on 3-4 pairs. Students are likely to share different statements.

Thanks for sharing good ideas for main idea statements. On our Activity Packets, let’s all write the same thing down as our answer. You should write “Carlos and Ann were worried
Guiding Points

Tell students that you want them all to write the same thing down as the correct answer:

“Carlos and Ann were worried about performing until Eric arrived.”

Write the previous statement on the line below “Main idea statement (10 words or less).”

Pause for students to copy the correct answer on their Activity Packets.

Tell students that you will be totaling team points today.
Call on individual pairs to report their point totals to you.
Recognize each team’s efforts and praise the winning team for this week.

Direct students to put away their PALS materials for the day.
Award Bonus Points to pairs who worked exceptionally hard during today’s lesson.

about performing until Eric arrived.”

Pause for students to do this.

If you or your partner said something similar to what we just wrote down, give yourself 2 extra points.

Pause for students to do this.

Great job! Now we will total our team points to find out who won this week. When I call your name, tell me the last number on your Point Sheet that is marked. Please listen carefully for your name.

Call on each First Reader to report their point totals. Tally each team’s total and write it on the Score Sheet of your PALS Bulletin Board.

Congratulations to this week’s winning team, the ______ Team! ______ Team, stand up and take a bow. Let’s give this team a hand.

Allow the winning team to take a bow.

Now, let’s also recognize the ______ Team because they worked hard this week as well. ______ Team, give yourselves a hand!

Allow the second place team to receive applause.

Nice job everyone! You worked very hard today. It’s time to put our PALS materials away. Next time, we will practice Paragraph Shrinking some more.
Mini-Lessons
**MINI-LESSON #1A**

**READING FOR INFORMATION: Introduction**

---

**Teacher Materials**

1. Transparencies:
   - ML1.1 (Reading for Information, page 1)
   - ML1.2 (Reading for Information, page 2)
   - ML1.3 (Reading for Information, page 3)

2. Overhead projector
3. Transparency pen
4. Timer

**Student Materials**

1. Folder (one per pair) with:
   - Question Card
   - Correction Card
   - Point Sheet
   - PALS Bookmark
2. Reading books (one per pair)
3. Pencils
4. Post-It Arrows
5. ML1 Activity Sheet

---

**Notes**

1. This is the first of a series of 3 mini-lessons on Reading for Information. These mini-lessons can be combined into a single 40-minute PALS session, or they can be used over the course of 1 week, with 1 mini-lesson taught at the beginning of each abbreviated PALS session.

2. In some states and some grades, fiction is referred to as “narrative,” and non-fiction is called “expository.” If your state or grade uses this (or other) language, feel free to substitute it.

3. Make copies of the Student Activity Packets such that you have enough for each student. Distribute these by placing two copies (one for each student) in the PALS folders.

---

**Guiding Points**

Tell students that they will be learning how to do PALS with nonfiction texts, or informational texts.

Ask students to take out their Activity Sheets from their PALS folders and write their names on them. You should have placed these in their folders prior to the beginning of the lesson.

---

**It’s time for PALS!**

Monitor as students move to their partners and prepare their PALS materials. Award PALS points to pairs who set up correctly.

**Today we’re going to start learning how to read for information during PALS. Usually we read fiction, but now we’re going to learn how to do PALS with non-fiction, or informational, texts.**

Please take your Mini-Lesson 1 Activity Sheets out of your PALS folder and write your name on it.
Guiding Points

Use T-ML1.1 (Reading for Information, page 1). Students will use their Activity Sheets for Mini-Lesson 1B and 1C also.

Explain that students must understand the difference between fiction and informational texts before they can learn how to do PALS with informational texts. You will read two different passages aloud to them. Tell students to focus on the following questions while you are reading the passages:

I. Is the passage mainly about a who or a what?

II. Is the passage telling you a story or is it trying to teach you something new?

III. Does the passage have dialogue?

IV. Does the passage have headings before some of the paragraphs?

Use T-ML1.2 (Reading for Information, page 2).

Read the first two paragraphs of “Jana Plays Softball” aloud to the class. Afterwards, replace Transparency ML1.1 (Reading for Information, page 1) on the overhead projector.

Use Transparency ML1.1 (Reading for Information, page 1). Point to part A, How Are They Different. Students will use these Activity Sheets for Mini-Lessons 1B and 1C also. Make sure that they keep them in their PALS folder at the end of the day.

Before we learn how to do PALS with informational texts, we need to be able to tell the difference between fiction and informational texts. To begin, I’ll read two passages to you. One of the passages is fiction, a story like we’ve been reading in PALS so far. The other passage is informational text.

After we read each passage, we’ll be answering some questions on our Activity Sheets. There are 4 questions that help you know if a book or article is fiction or informational text. Let’s read these together.

Read the following from the Activity Sheet and have students read along with you.

1. Is the passage mainly about a who or a what?

2. Is the passage telling you a story or is it trying to teach you something new?

3. Does the passage have dialogue?

4. Does the passage have headings before some of the paragraphs?

Use Transparency ML1.2 (Reading for Information, page 2).

“Jana Plays Softball” is fiction, or a story. So, we’re going to fill in the Activity Sheet to learn the clues that tell us if a book is fiction or informational text.

Read only the first 2 paragraphs aloud to the class. Afterwards, replace Transparency ML1.1 (Reading for Information, page 1) on the overhead projector.
Guiding Points

Ask students the following questions:

Is the passage telling you a story or is it trying to teach you something new?
What is the story about?
Does the passage have dialogue?
How do you know that the passage has dialogue?

Direct students to copy down the answer to each question on their Activity Sheet.

Now that I’ve read some of “Jana Plays Softball” let’s answer question #1: Is the passage mainly about a who or a what?

STUDENTS: The passage is mainly about a who.

Right. Let’s write this down on our Activity Sheets. Can you name the main who?

STUDENTS: The main who is Jana.

Write “A who. (Jana)” in the first box in the second column.

Good. Stories, or fiction, are often about a who. That is one way to help decide whether a passage is fiction or informational.

Note: You may want to clarify further that non-fiction can also be about a who, as in the case of biographies.

Now let’s look at question #2: Is the passage telling you a story or is it trying to teach you something new?

STUDENTS: The passage is telling a story.

That’s right. Let’s write this down by the second question.

Write “Telling you a story” in the second box in the second column.

What is the story about?

STUDENTS: The story is about a girl who wanted to play softball.

So, when a passage is telling you a story, is it fiction or informational text?

STUDENTS: Fiction.

Right. Let’s look at question #3: Does the passage have dialogue?

STUDENTS: Yes.

Good. How do you know that the passage has dialogue?

STUDENTS: There are quotation marks in some places.

Good. Let’s write “Yes” in the answer box by this question.

Write “Yes” in the third box in the second column.
So, quotation marks give us a clue that a passage is…

STUDENTS: Fiction!

You’ve got it. Now let’s answer the last question: Does the passage have headings before some of the paragraphs?

STUDENTS: No.

Right. So, when there are no headings in a text, that’s a clue. What does this clue tell us?

STUDENTS: The clue tells us that the text is fiction.

Great. Let’s write “No” in the second column by that question.

We just finished a fictional text, so I’ll bet you can guess what type of text the next one is!

STUDENTS: Informational!

Nice job. So, now we’re going to read from “Giraffes,” an informational text. We’re going to learn the clues of informational texts.

Now that I’ve read part of “Giraffes,” let’s answer question #1: Is the passage mainly about a who or what?

STUDENTS: The passage is mainly about a what.

Right. Can you name the main what?

STUDENTS: The main what are giraffes.

Good. Let’s write this down on our Activity Sheets.

Write “A What (Giraffes)” in the first box of the third column on the overhead projector.

So, now we know our first clue that a passage is
informational text. What is the clue?

STUDENTS: The passage is about a what.

Exactly. What about question #2: Is the passage telling you a story or is it trying to teach you something new?

STUDENTS: It’s trying to teach us something new.

That’s correct. Let’s write this down.

Write “Teaching you something new” next to the question on the overhead projector.

What is this passage teaching you about?

STUDENTS: It’s teaching us about giraffes.

Great. So, when a passage is teaching us something new, that’s a clue that it’s what type of text?

STUDENTS: Informational.

Okay. Now let’s look at question #3: Does the passage have dialogue?

STUDENTS: No.

Good. Let’s write that down.

Write “No” in the third column next to the question on the overhead projector.

Let’s look at the last question: Does the passage have headings before any of the paragraphs?

STUDENTS: Yes. The passage has headings before some of the paragraphs.

Good job. Write this down.

Write “Yes” in the third column next to the question on the overhead projector.

So now we have our last two clues about informational texts. What are they?

STUDENTS: The passage doesn’t have dialogue and there are headings.
Exactly. So, now we know how to tell the difference between fiction and informational texts. Now, let’s summarize what we learned about the differences between fiction and informational texts. Who can tell me the clues that a passage is fiction?

STUDENTS: The passage is about a “who,” tells a story, includes dialogue, and does not have headings.

Great job. Now, what are the clues that a passage is informational text?

STUDENTS: The passage is about a “what,” teaches you something new, does not have dialogue, and has headings.

For this next activity, you need two books, one fiction and one informational, to practice identifying the difference. Show students each book and describe its features (e.g., what it’s about and whether it has dialogue or headings).

Good job! Now, let’s look at the example texts I have in front of me. I want you to tell me if you think this book is fiction or informational and why.

Why types of reading materials contain informational text?

Students should respond with ideas like newspapers, textbooks, magazines, etc.

Excellent! Those are all good examples of reading that you might do to learn information. In the next couple of days we’re going to be learning how to do the different PALS activities when we are reading for information. Now, let’s practice regular PALS for the rest of today’s session.

Choose a couple of the activities to practice or conduct a condensed session of PALS by reducing all of the times for the activities. For example:

Partner Reading – 3 minutes each reader
Retell – 1 minute
Paragraph Shrinking – 3 minutes each reader
Prediction Relay – 3 minutes each reader
TOTAL: 19 minutes.
MINI-LESSON #2
RETEL: Retelling Events in Sequence

Teacher Materials

1. Transparencies:
2. PALS prompt cards (from students’ folders)
3. Overhead projector
4. Transparency pen
5. Timer

ML2.1 (Retell Practice)

Notes

1. Expected Training Time: 5-7 minutes
2. Conduct “OPENING” and “LESSON” just before practicing Partner Reading. Conduct “CLOSING” just before practicing Retell.

OPENING

Why do we do Retell?

Take student answers and discuss the points below:

- To become better readers and to improve comprehension.
- To tell the most important events in the story.

What makes a good retell?

Take student answers and discuss the points below:

- Each statement tells a single event/detail.
- The retell names events in the right sequence.
- Retell statements tell events that happened in the section of the story just read.
- Retell covers all the important events/details of that part of the story.

LESSON

Today we are going to discuss telling events in the order they happened during the story.

- When you do Retell, it is important to tell events in the same order that they happened in the part of the story you just read.
- Understanding the order of events is just as important as understanding the events.

Randy woke up suddenly from a deep sleep. Outside, the morning light was changing from black to a light gray. Randy had a bad feeling in his stomach. Today was the basketball tryouts at Westview School. This was the first year Westview had a team. Randy wanted to be one of the first players. Randy looked at his alarm clock. The hands pointed to five o'clock in the morning. Randy groaned and turned over in bed. He had to wait three more hours until tryouts. The alarm rang at six o'clock. Randy got up and dressed as fast as he could.

When he got to the kitchen, his mom was frying bacon and eggs. “Good morning, Randy,” Mom said. “A strong basketball player needs a good breakfast.”

“I don’t know, Mom,” said Randy. “I feel too scared to eat.”

“Well, Randy,” said Mom, “you need to eat some energy food before the tryouts.”

“OK, Mom, I’ll try to eat,” said Randy.

After a big breakfast of bacon, eggs, and toast, Randy headed off to school. “Hey, Randy, wait for me!” yelled John, Randy’s best friend. John quickly caught up with Randy. He bent down, held his knees and panted.

“Whew, I’m glad it’s you trying out for the team and not me,” said John.

“Thanks a lot, John,” said Randy. “I’m scared I won’t make the team.”

“Oh yeah, you will,” said John, with a friendly slap on Randy’s back.

After all of the students were in class, the principal came on the loudspeaker and said, “All boys trying out for the team, please report to the gym.” Randy headed for the gym. His heart was pounding loudly. The coach gave the boys a pep talk about being good sports. Then the tryouts began. One after another, the boys ran, dribbled the ball, and made shots at the hoop. Randy forgot all about being scared.

At the end of the tryouts, Randy sat on the bench. He was tired but happy. He knew he had done his best and that was really all that mattered. The coach began to call out the names of the boys who had made the new team. Randy’s name was called and he stood up with a big grin on his face. He knew John and his mom would be proud of him. He had done his best and that was good enough.
• A good retell will name events in the same order as they happen in the story.
• If you are unsure about the order of events, you can look back at the part of the story you just read.

CLASS PRACTICE
Read the story on Transparency ML2.1 (Retell Practice). Tell the students that you are going to retell the first part of the story. You want them to listen and tell you if your Retell statements are good, and if not, explain why.

• Possible Retell statements:
  • “The principal called all the boys trying out for the team to the gym.” (Other things happened before this, so it is in the wrong order.)
  • “Randy woke up early the morning of the basketball tryouts.” (Correct)
  • “This was the first year Westview School had a team, and Randy wanted to be one of the first players.” (Correct)
  • “John ran to catch up with Randy.” (Randy saw his mom and ate breakfast first, so this is out of order.)
  • “At 6 o’clock, Randy got up, got dressed and went to the kitchen for breakfast.” (Correct)

Direct students to provide Retell statements for the remainder of the story. Evaluate and provide feedback as needed.

• Possible Retell statements:
  • “Randy’s mom was frying bacon and eggs.”
  • “Randy felt too scared to eat.”
  • “Randy’s mom encouraged him to eat by convincing him that he needed energy before the tryouts.”
  • “After eating breakfast, Randy headed off to school.”
  • “On his way to school, Randy met his best friend, John.”
  • “John believed that Randy would make the basketball team.”
  • “During tryouts, Randy tried his best and forgot all about being scared.”

CLOSING
Now you will practice on your own. While doing Retell, remember:
• Retell helps us become better readers and improve comprehension.
• Retell shows that we understand what we read.
• Good Retell statements name events in the same order as they occur in the story.
MINI-LESSON #5
PARAGRAPH SHRINKING: Naming the Most Important Who or What

Teacher Materials

1. Transparencies:
2. PALS prompt cards (from students’ folders)
3. Overhead projector
4. Transparency pen
5. Timer

ML5.1 (Paragraph Shrinking Practice)

Notes

1. Expected Training Time: 5-7 minutes
2. Conduct this lesson just before practicing Paragraph Shrinking.

OPENING

Why do we do Paragraph Shrinking?
Take student answers and discuss the points below:

• To become better readers and to improve our comprehension.
• To make good main idea statements.
• To show that we understand what we just read.

What makes a good main idea statement?
Take student answers and discuss the points below:

• Saying the most important who or what.
• Saying the most important thing about the who or what.
• Answers to the first 2 questions should be used to say the main idea in 10 words or less.

LESSON

Today we’re going to discuss naming the most important who or what.

• Before you can say a good main idea statement, you must identify the most important who or what.
• The most important who or what is usually mentioned often in the sentences you read.
  • If it is a who, most of the sentences tell about them or what they are doing.
  • If it is a what, most of the sentences provide information about it.
Sometimes there will be more than 1 important who or what.

Some questions good readers ask themselves when determining the who or what are:

- Is the who or what in the paragraph?
- Is the who or what the focus of the paragraph?
- Could the story happen without the who or what?
- Is there more than 1 important who or what?

CLASS PRACTICE
Read the first paragraph from Transparency ML5.1 (Paragraph Shrinking Practice). Have a student prompt you using the Question Card after you read. (Student should ask you to [1] name the most important who or what.) Provide the following responses to this question and have the students evaluate.

- Possible Responses:
  - “April.”
    (April is mentioned in the paragraph, but she isn’t the most important who or what in the paragraph.)
  - “California.”
    (California is not the most important who or what because it is only mentioned once as a detail. Chad just moved to California, but the paragraph isn’t really about California.)
  - “Chad’s friends.”
    (Chad’s friends are mentioned and are important, but they’re not the most important who or what. Most of the sentences in the paragraph are not about Chad’s friends.)
  - “Chad.”
    (Correct. Chad is the most important who or what in this paragraph. Most of the sentences are about Chad. He is the main character. We learned that he just moved to California, he is the only one of his friends that cannot surf, and April has agreed to teach him how to surf.)

Read additional paragraphs from Transparency ML5.1 (Paragraph Shrinking Practice). Have students respond to the first paragraph shrinking prompt. Have students evaluate the responses. Provide feedback as needed.

CLOSING
Now practice on your own. While you’re doing Paragraph Shrinking, remember:

- Paragraph Shrinking helps us to become better readers and improves our comprehension.
- Good readers and coaches work hard to make sure that main idea statements include the most important who or what, the most important thing about the who or what, and provide as much information as possible in 10 words or less.
- The most important who or what is described in most of the sentences you read.
- Sometimes there will be more than one most important who or what.
MINI-LESSON #9
PREDICTION RELAY: Making a Good Prediction

Teacher Materials
1. Transparencies: ML9.1 (Prediction Relay Practice)
2. PALS prompt cards (from students’ folders)
3. Overhead projector
4. Transparency pen
5. Timer

Notes
1. Expected Training Time: 5-7 minutes
2. Conduct this lesson just before practicing Prediction Relay.

OPENING

Why do we do Prediction Relay?
Take student answers and discuss the points below:

- To become better readers and to improve our comprehension.
- To make sure the reader can use the main idea and/or the details in the part of the story they just read to anticipate (predict) what might happen next.

What makes a good prediction for Prediction Relay?
Take student answers and discuss the points below:

- Only use main ideas and/or details from the part of the story you just read.
- The prediction is likely to happen in the NEXT half page.

LESSON

Today we are going to talk about making good predictions.

- A good predictor uses main ideas and/or details from the part of the story s/he just read to make up a statement (or prediction) that is likely to happen in the NEXT half page.

Some questions good readers ask themselves when making a prediction:

- What was the main idea of the page I just read?
- Is my prediction reasonable?
- Could this happen within the NEXT half page of the story or not until later in the story?
CLASS PRACTICE

Use Transparency ML9.1 (Prediction Relay Practice) to practice with students. Read the first half page aloud to the class. In this section, you take the role of the 1st Reader. The Class is your Coach. Make at least one BAD prediction about the next half page for the class to catch.

- Possible Predictions for the 2nd half page:
  - “Danielle will go ride a roller coaster next.”
    (The zoo doesn't have roller coasters. This is not a reasonable prediction.)
  - “The class will go back to school because the teacher forgot to collect permission slips.”
    (The first paragraph tells us that the class has already arrived at the zoo. This is not a reasonable prediction.)

Discuss why your prediction was BAD. Be sure to note that you did not use details from the story to help you make the prediction.

Now, make a “GOOD” prediction.

- Possible Prediction for 1st half page:
  - “Danielle will eat her free hot dog and buy ice cream with the money she has left.”
    (Specific names of the characters are stated, and details from what was just read explain the prediction.)

Discuss why your prediction was GOOD. Be sure to note the details you used to help you make the prediction.

Now, take the role of the Coach. Call on students to take turns making predictions for the next half page. Discuss why students' predictions were good or bad. Be sure to question students about which details they used to help make their predictions. Repeat as needed.

CLOSING

Now you will practice on your own. While you are doing Prediction Relay, remember:

- Prediction Relay helps us to become better readers and it improves our comprehension.

- A good prediction will tell what might happen on the NEXT page or half page of the story.

- A good prediction uses main ideas and/or details from what you just read.
**MINI-LESSON #10**

**STUDENT BEHAVIORS: Pairs Cooperating Together**

### Teacher Materials

1. Whiteboard or poster and markers

### Notes

1. Expected training time: 5-10 minutes
2. Conduct this lesson at the beginning of PALS.
3. Before teaching this lesson, you may want to re-pair some of your partners if you feel that they’re experiencing difficulties working together.
4. You and your students will be developing a list of things you can say that show cooperation. You may wish to make a poster so these phrases can be posted in the classroom.

### OPENING

Lately, some of you have had difficulty working with your partner. If you and your partner are not cooperating and you are arguing, you are not learning as much during PALS. Today, we’re going to talk about ways we can work together better.

When we work well together, which PALS Rule are we following?

Students should respond that Rule #3, “Cooperate with your partner,” has to do with working together. Discuss the points below.

- Cooperating with your partner means that you always act politely and kindly.
- Cooperating means that you work together to fix problems.

Today, we’re going to learn more about cooperating with our partners.

### LESSON

**ACTING POLITELY AND KINDLY**

To follow PALS Rule #3, you have to be polite and kind to your partner.

Let’s imagine that your partner gets the answer wrong and you can tell that they feel very sad. What would a polite and kind partner say to that person?

Take student responses. On the board, overhead, or a poster-size sheet of paper, write some of the best ones. Some possibilities: You’re still working really hard. Keep it up! I know you can do it. Making mistakes is part of learning, so it’s okay. Everyone makes mistakes, so don’t worry.

**WORKING TOGETHER TO FIX PROBLEMS**

Now, let’s imagine that you and your partner disagree. [Write the sentence “He read a book” on the board. Underline the word ‘read.’] One of you says that this word says /reed/ and one of you thinks it says /red/. What are some things someone might say that would not be working together to fix the problem?

Take 2-3 student responses.
Yes, all of those things are about arguing or being mean. Okay, so now let’s talk about things you can say to show that you and your partner are working together to fix the problem. What could you say to work together on this problem?

Take student responses. Add the best responses to your list. Some examples: Let’s read the sentence again to figure it out. Maybe you’re right: Let’s re-read to be sure. I’m not sure; should we ask the teacher?

**CLASS PRACTICE**

I am really impressed with how well you understand cooperation. I would like to practice this with you now. I am going to say something, and I think you will probably disagree. I would like to hear things you could say that show cooperation. [Write: My babysitter went home when my parents got back.] I’m going to read this sentence: My baby sister went home when my parents got back.

Take students’ responses to help you correct the mistake. Disagree with students (keep saying that you’re correct), but also model kindness. Examples: I think I’m right, but we should try to figure this out. I thought it sounded right when I read it; what should we do? Thank you for trying to help. I’m not sure I understand you. Can you explain it again? Relent after 3 tries.

Excellent job cooperating with me. Now, let’s imagine I am upset because I can’t read a lot of words and I don’t want to keep reading. How will you cooperate with me to help me start reading again?

Take students’ responses to encourage you to start reading again.

Once again, great job! Finally, what I’d like to do is have you show kindness to your partner. Right now, say some polite and kind things to your partner.

Give students 1 minute to say polite and kind things. Circulate. When students finish, compliment students on particularly nice things. Give bonus points if you wish.

**CLOSING**

I can tell that you are all really working on cooperating. I am excited to see you cooperating! Cooperating helps PALS run more smoothly and you all will learn a lot more. I will be watching for good cooperation today and will give bonus points to pairs that cooperate really well. Remember that cooperating means 2 things:

- Act politely and kindly.
- Work together to fix problems.